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The Dinec Urban Prestige Table TP850 is a stunning and spacious dining table that can seat up to eight people.
It has a solid birch top with various options for profiles, aprons, legs, bases, and finishes to suit your dining room
style.

Details

Specifications

Rectangular Table ➔ see more table shapes
Big Top 1 ⅝", without apron➔ see more thicknesses
38" x 74" ➔ see more sizes
Seats 6 to 8 people

Available profiles

Table Type:

B - Base Table

Available Bases
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Wood Color & Finishes

Wipe Stained Finish Colours

This stained finish is carefully hand wiped by our craftsmen to highlight the natural wood grain.

Wire Brushed Finish Colours

This finish, which has 10% sheen, gives a unique vintage look. A gritty sand paper is used to create multiple
parallel lines, all fine and shallow, to enhance the timeless beauty of solid wood. Not available on all pieces.

Heirloom Finish Colours

The Heirloom finish is characterized by a distressed look with random dents typical of furniture handed down
from one generation to the next.

Chamois Finish Colours

The Chamois finish creates a rich, smooth, shimmering feel without any distressing. It is the perfect finish to
enhance different shades and patterns of wood grain.

Artisan Finish Colour

The Artisan finish is spray by water for the Chamois effect and is distressed and embossed with nicks, dents,
marks, cracks and scratches.

Century Finish Colours

The Century finish is distressed and embossed with dents, cracks and chips to give wood a warm, inviting
century-old look.

Opaque Finish Colours

The Opaque finish (previously called Antique) is a paint finish that masks the wood grain to create a perfectly
modern look.
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